
B.B.C. SYMPHONY
CONCERT

DELIUS'S "BARIS"
FROM OUR MUSIC CRITIC

The B.B.C. last night began again in
London its Wednesday night symphony
concerts, and recalled half-forgotten days
when great music nobly played was our
regular good fortune.
The chief difference was that, as at the

Proms, the audience would never have got
inside Queen's Hall, for it almost filled the
Albert Hall. Sir Adrian Boult, as \^as proper,
was at the head of the orchestra which he
created, preserved through difficult days, and
has now brought back in a high state of well-
rehearsed efficiency.
Perhaps because it was a rather formal

occasion Beethoven's First Symphony, with
which the concert began, was a little pompous.
One would have preferred, even to such clean,
beautifully graded and moulded playing,
something more indicative of the warmth of
reunion—Brahms's Academic Festival Over¬
ture, if you like, which was relegated to the
end. Besides, the First Symphony ought to
sound more like Haydn, genial and slightly
surprising ; this was a polite and serious
Beethoven. Then came Delius's " Paris," the
song of one great city perhaps symbolizing the
reawakening to the arts of peace of another
great and more sorely tried city. Here the
restraint had disappeared: the sympathy of
the pèrformance, expressed in a hundred details
and nuances, prompted the thought that
perhaps this is the best, because the most com¬
pletely realized, of all Delius's works.
The subtleties and the melting sonorities of

" Paris " were a suitable preparation for
Senor Casals after the interval. No words
can convey the essence of his playing, which
embodies in its every phrase the experiences
of a long life. The concerto was Dvorak's, and
gradually through, above, and beyond the
purely musical features of the interpretation
the meaning of the work disclosed itself anew.
With the wood-wind to evoke the image of
Bohemia's forests and the cello to express
more evocatively than any words the " home
thoughts from abroad " of the composer,
who had caught some vagrant strains of
American song (had he heard " I wanna pass
over into camp-ground " ?), the secrets of a
human heart still speak through the humanityof a great executant to successive generationsof men.
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